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Abstract: Several methods of defining and estimating the width of a turbulent wake are presented 11 

and tested on the experimental data obtained in the wake past an asymmetric prismatic airfoil 12 

NACA 64(3)-618, which is often used as tip profile of the wind turbines. Instantaneous velocities are 13 

measured by using the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. All suggested methods of wake 14 

width estimation are based on the statistics of stream-wise velocity component. First, the expansion 15 

of boundary layer (BL) thickness is tested showing, that both, displacement BL thickness and mo-16 

mentum BL thickness do not represent the width of the wake. The equivalent of 99% BL thickness 17 

is used in the literature, but with different threshold value. It is shown, that lower threshold of 50 % 18 

gives more stable results. The ensemble average velocity profile is fitted by Gauss function and its 19 

σ-parameter is used as another definition of wake width. The profiles of stream-wise velocity stand-20 

ard deviation display a two-peak shape; the distance of those peaks serves as wake width for Norb-21 

erg, another tested option is to include the widths of such peaks. Skewness (third statistical moment) 22 

of stream-wise velocity displays a pair of sharp peaks in the wake boundary, but their position is 23 

heavily affected by the statistical quality of the data. Flatness (fourth statistical moment) of the 24 

stream-wise velocity refers to the occurrence of rare events, therefore the distance, where turbulent 25 

events ejected from the wake become rare, can be considered as another definition of wake width. 26 

The repeatability of mentioned methods and their sensitivity to Reynolds number and model qual-27 

ity are discussed as well. 28 

Keywords: Wake; Wake width; Particle Image Velocimetry; NACA 64-618; Skewness; Flatness; 29 

 30 

1. Introduction and motivation 31 

Wake is a very important flow structure existing in many cases in the nature [Wil-32 

liamson1996]. Basically, it is produced in the area of fluid, which is slowed or stopped by 33 

the presence of an obstacle. The shear layers between the slowed and un-affected areas 34 

are turbulized and grows to both directions: (i) inside the wake turbulizing its interior 35 

and transporting surrounding momentum inside, which later leads to accelerating the 36 

flow there and to a “healing” of velocity deficit; and (ii) outside of the wake, which results 37 

into grow of the area affected by the obstacle and to its smoothing. Thus the wake is not 38 

structure with an easily-definable rigid boundary. Or it is? 39 

Knowledge of the size of the area, where the flow is affected by some obstruction, 40 

has large importance in many engineering applications starting from design of wind 41 

farms [Wu2019, Abdulrahman2019] up to safety of transportation. For example, in our 42 

country, here is a political discussion about declaring minimal distance of overtaking on 43 

a road: especially in the case, when a motorized vehicle overtakes a bicycle. The risk of 44 

physical contact is only one half (and, of-course, the more dangerous one); the second 45 
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important issue is the question, when and where the wake past the large and fast-moving 46 

motorized vehicle reaches the bicycle with possible impact to its stability.  47 

It is natural, that larger obstacles have larger wakes; it is less intuitive, that a faster 48 

flow produces slightly smaller wake. The latter is not a general rule, it depends on the 49 

turbulence regime, and the surroundings. Although the wake lacks some rigid boundary, 50 

the information about its width has to be quantified for comparative analysis of various 51 

cases and modifications. 52 

A large amount of studies has been published concerning the wake past the circular 53 

cylinder [Williamson1996]. Circular cylinder is an easily accessible prototype of a general 54 

bluff body. An essential feature occurring at large range of Reynolds numbers is the stable 55 

configuration of alternating vortices discovered by Theodore von Kármán [Karman1911], 56 

which are responsible for periodic acoustic oscillations described by Vincenc1 Strouhal in 57 

his famous work [Strouhal1878]. Although cylinder is prismatic (2D) shape, the wake tur-58 

bulence displays three-dimensional characteristics [Williamson1987, Williamson2006] in 59 

dependence on regime. Several regimes [Roshko1955-Roshko1967] have been detected in 60 

that essential case in dependence on Reynolds number only, and many more, when the 61 

surface roughness, surrounding turbulence or angle of axis were taken into account. 62 

The evolution of the wake is one of the key issues in aerodynamics. Because this phe-63 

nomenon can characterize the various effects that occur when flow past an airfoil 64 

[Sadeghi, Davary, Liu]. It should be noted that the deficit of velocity is closely related to 65 

the drag force. Which can be derived solely from the velocity and pressure in a plane in 66 

the wake of the object [Terra2016]. 67 

In the most cases, PIV, hot-wire or pressure systems are used to estimate wake topol-68 

ogy. The first two methods allow us to estimate not only the width and depth of the per-69 

turbation area, but also to investigate the structure of the turbulence flow. Classically char-70 

acteristic wake dimensions are determined by the distribution of the average velocity be-71 

hind airfoil [Hah, Kunze]. However, in some cases, they are estimated using the Reynolds 72 

stress components and degree of anisotropy of the flow. A comparative assessment of 73 

these analyses allows to clearly define the boundaries of the wake and to determine the 74 

transit zone around it [Solis]. This analysis is especially useful in the study of asymmetric 75 

profiles. Because in this case, the flow structure around the wake is more complex. 76 

The present paper focus instead to the wake past an asymmetric airfoil NACA 64-77 

618, which belongs to the family of “streamlined bodies”, although, as will be shown, the 78 

real manufacturing procedures do not allow to reach this idealized state. We focus a single 79 

particular question: how thick (or wide) is the wake? We offer few definitions all based 80 

on statistics of stream-wise velocity, because this velocity component is easiest to measure 81 

by using multiple measuring methods like Particle Image Velocimetry, Hot Wire Ane-82 

mometry or Fast-Response Aerodynamic Probe. 83 

2. Materials and Methods 84 

In this contribution, few methods for evaluation of wake width are compared. For 85 

this purpose, sample data are used; they are obtained by using commercial Particle Image 86 

Velocimetry [Tropea, Kopecký] system in an area past the asymmetric prismatic airfoil 87 

NACA 64(3)-618. The “slow” PIV is provided by Dantec company; it consists of 4 MPix 88 

camera Flow sense Mk II and solid-state double-pulse laser New Wave Solo of 500 mJ in 89 

single shot; the maximum repeating frequency of the system is 7.4 Hz. The field of view 90 

(FoV) is divided into gird of 64 × 64 interrogation areas, each covers area of 532 × 532 μm. 91 

The velocity vector detection is performed by using the Dantec Dynamic Studio software. 92 

The studied airfoil has been printed by using 3D printer Prusa Mk 2.5 and it was made of 93 

Polymerized Lactic Acid PLA [Inkinen2011]. More details about the observed flow in the 94 

wake at different Reynolds numbers and two angles of attack can be found in our publi-95 

cations [Duda2021b]. For comparison, the data at chord-based Reynolds number Re = 96 

                                                           
1 1 sometimes Vincent or Čeněk. The later form is a Czech home form derived from Italian home form Vincenzo (read “Vinčenc”). 
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3.1·104 are selected, the angle of attack α = 0°. It has to be noted, that current experimental 97 

setup is not ideal due to quite high blockage ratio – the airfoil of chord equal to 80 mm 98 

and maximum thickness 14.5 mm is inserted into test section of width 125 mm (see the 99 

sketch in Figure 1).  100 

 101 

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the “small” open wind tunnel used at the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. The test section is 102 

400 mm long, it has square cross-section of side 125 mm. (b) The localization of measured airfoil of chord 80 mm within 103 

the test section; its maximum thickness is 14.5 mm, thus the blockage ratio is 11.6 %. The area studied by PIV is just behind 104 

the trailing edge, it has dimension 33 × 33 mm, i.e. 0.4 × 0.4 chord length. The PIV plane is 45 mm from the bottom wall. 105 

(c) Example of few instantaneous velocity fields. The grayscale corresponds to stream-wise velocity component, Uref means 106 

the reference velocity measured in empty wind tunnel, for presented data, it is equal to 11.5 m/s. Only every fourth velocity 107 

vector is shown. The entire ensemble of 1208 snapshots is animated in http://home.zcu.cz/~dudad/Ct300a00ab.gif (40 MB). 108 

3. Discussion of wake widths 109 

3.1. Expanding boundary layer approach 110 

In contrast to wake studies, the set of boundary layer (BL) studies has unified stand-111 

ards for estimating the BL thickness. Again, BL is not a structure with some rigid bound-112 

ary, the thickness is only an imaginary value, but its precise definition allows exact com-113 

parison and scientific exploration of questions about the effect of surface quality, sur-114 

rounding turbulence intensity, pressure profile, etc. The main BL thicknesses are: the 99 115 

% boundary layer thickness 𝛿99, i.e. the distance, where the average velocity 〈𝑢〉(𝑦) as 116 

the function of distance from the solid wall y reaches 99 % of the surrounding velocity 𝑢𝑟. 117 

This will be discussed soon. Now, let’s mention the displacement thickness 𝛿1, which is 118 

based on the average velocity profile as well: 119 

𝛿1 =  ∫ 1 −
〈𝑢〉(𝑦)

𝑢𝑟

d𝑦
∞

0

 (1) 

The integration goes from the solid surface (0) to infinity or, practically, “far enough”. Its 120 

physical interpretation is, that it is the shift of an average streamline due to the presence 121 

of the solid surface [Bem2019, Duda2020].  122 

The second main BL thickness definition is the momentum thickness 𝛿2 123 

𝛿2 =  ∫
〈𝑢〉(𝑦)

𝑢𝑟

(1 −
〈𝑢〉(𝑦)

𝑢𝑟

) d𝑦
∞

0

 (2) 

Its physical interpretation is, that 𝛿2 is the height of hypothetic area, whose momentum 124 

is missing from the flow, if the velocity profile was unaffected. The main ambiguity of 125 

these two definitions is the choice of 𝑢𝑟. For first look, it is clear. But, e.g. in the wind 126 

http://home.zcu.cz/~dudad/Ct300a00ab.gif
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tunnel experiments with incompressible fluid, the surrounding velocity is accelerated due 127 

to the presence of growing BL. Thus, one may ask what is better: the actual 𝑢𝑟 in each 128 

position x, or some artificial constant independent on x? This question is much more actual 129 

in the case of wake past an obstacle – see the last isotach in Figure 2a, which demonstrates 130 

area with ensemble average velocity larger than the ongoing velocity 𝑈ref, which is the 131 

first natural choice for 𝑢𝑟. However, the actual surrounding velocity may change with the 132 

distance (see Figure 3b). This is not only the issue of wind tunnel measurements; the in-133 

field data can easily contain some velocity gradient as well. Figure 3a shows, that the 134 

choice of this parameter can influence the result significantly. 135 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Ensemble average stream-wise velocity. Panel (a) shows the map of average u (grayscale), the white isotach 136 

separates area of back flow, the last black isotach separates area of average velocity larger than reference velocity measured 137 

in empty wind tunnel. Panel (b) contains the velocity profiles at several distances from the trailing edge denoted as dashed 138 

lines in panel (a) distinguished via color: we apologize to readers with grayscale printer. 139 

 140 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Wake width calculated according to the formulas for boundary layer thickness. The dash-dotted lines repre-141 

sent the calculation with constant 𝑢𝑟 = 𝑈ref, while the dashed line plays for usage of 𝑢𝑟 = 𝑈0, which is background of 142 

Gaussian fit and it develops with distance x. Dependence of these two velocities on x is displayed in panel (b). 143 

The main “problem” with expanding the BL approach into the wake, is that the meas-144 

ured wake width decreases with stream-wise distance. It caused by the healing effect of the 145 

wake, when the centerline velocity deficit vanishes and thus the stream-line of average 146 

velocity field returns towards its unaffected trajectory. The momentum thickness 𝛿2 re-147 

fers to the forces and drag coefficient rather to the width of the wake. But there has been 148 
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written a lot about the relation of velocity profiles to the drag coefficient, e.g. [Terra2016, 149 

Terra2017, Ragni2011, Gunasekaran2021] and many others. 150 

 151 

To conclude, 𝛿1 and 𝛿2 surely offer an interesting measure of the wake, but its in-152 

terpretation as wake width is misleading, because they do not describe the widening of 153 

the wake. 154 

3.2. Threshold of average velocity 155 

Natural and straight-forward method is to look, where the velocity reaches thresh-156 

old θ:  157 

〈𝑢〉 ≥ 𝑢𝑐 = 𝑢𝑚 + 𝜃 ⋅ (𝑈ref − 𝑢𝑚) (3) 

where 𝑢𝑚 is the minimal velocity across the wake at some fixed stream-wise distance x. 158 

This approach with 𝜃 = 0.95 is used by Barthelmie and coworkers in their study of wakes 159 

past offshore wind turbines [Barthelmie2006]. It is similar to the “99 % BL thickness” with 160 

the difference, that the threshold is related to the maximum velocity deficit, not to the 161 

absolute value of velocity. Here the problem with artificially chosen value of 𝑈ref repeats 162 

as discussed above. Additional artificial parameter is the value of threshold θ – why one 163 

value should be better than another? Figure 4a shows, that the choice of 99 % is not ideal, 164 

as it is too close to the ambient flow and thus the results depends on variations of ambient 165 

velocity and uncertainties of measurement. One such issue is observable in Figure 4a as 166 

the bump in the middle of field of view, which correlates with similar bump in the spatial 167 

distribution of velocity (Figure 2a) and with drop of the fitted background velocity 𝑈0 in 168 

Figure 3b; the reason is the connection of two camera chips at that location. But any study 169 

of flow geometry should be independent on such a small instrumental bug. The 170 

Barthelmie’s choice of 95 % is more robust, but then one may ask, why not 90 % or 85 %? 171 

Let’s try to set this threshold to 50 %. The threshold ½ is advantageous as the average 172 

velocity gradient is steep around that position and therefore the result is less dependent 173 

on the small perturbations in surrounding velocity and on the measurement uncertainty 174 

– in Figure 4a, the corresponding line is smoother. A last displayed option is 𝜃 = 0.394, 175 

which is the drop of Gaussian function at distance of one σ from its center, 𝐺(𝑦 = 𝜎) =176 

exp (−
𝜎2

2𝜎2) = exp (−
1

2
) ≈ 0.606, which is the “distance” from background, distance from 177 

minimum is 1.0 − 0.606 = 0.394. 178 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Panel (a) shows data at one of velocity profiles (Figure 2b) with corresponding Gaussian fit. There is shown the 179 

constant value of Uref, which is velocity measured in empty wind tunnel, and U0, which is the background of Gaussian fit. 180 

(b) The comparison of mentioned methods based on threshold (first four) or on the Gaussian fit (last two). 181 
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In fact, the threshold-based width wake depends only on few measuring points – the 183 

local minimum and then a pair of point of each side of the wake to determine the threshold 184 

position. Therefore, it is sensitive to some random rough measuring error in one point. 185 

The fitting procedure uses all measured points and thus single noisy point cannot destroy 186 

the result. On the other hand, fitting needs a priori knowledge of the velocity profile shape. 187 

The Gauss function occurs in many cases in nature as being product of the Central limit 188 

theorem, which is valid for random processes. But turbulence is not a random process, it just 189 

looks like random at the first look [Frisch].  190 

Blondel et al. [Blondel2020] uses super-Gaussian with power slightly different from 2 191 

to fit the velocity profile past a wind turbine rotor. It leads to better convergence, espe-192 

cially closer to the obstacle. But, too close to the obstacle, it does not work anyway, because 193 

the wake contains too strong “fingerprint” of the obstacle geometry. In the Blondel’s case 194 

[Blondel2020], there is a sharper peak past the wind turbine hub surrounded by top-hut 195 

wake caused by the partly transparent wind turbine rotor. In our case, the velocity gradi-196 

ent is steeper past the pressure side (bottom in figures) than past the suction side – see 197 

Figure 2b, where the profile denoted “0” is evidently skewed towards the pressure (bot-198 

tom) side. 199 

The location of point, where the ensemble-average stream-wise velocity reaches one 200 

σ of the Gauss function, lies pretty inside the wake, therefore it might to be multiplied 201 

by certain constant in order to shift it systematically towards the real wake boundary. 202 

When one wants to mimic the value, where the velocity drop reaches half of the centerline 203 

drop, then he has to multiply σ by √−2 ln
1

2
≈ 1.177, to get the distance of those points 204 

multiplied twice, the multiplicator is 2.3548. By this way, any desired level (e.g. 95 % or 205 

99 %) can be reached without being affected by uncertainty in surrounding velocity or 206 

some noise on the velocity profile. Still, it is just multiplication by constant, therefore this 207 

step can be skipped for comparative studies, as it is done e.g. by I. Eames, C. Jonsson and 208 

P.B. Johnson [Eames2011] in their study of growth of wake past circular cylinder. 209 

3.4. Statistics of instantaneous wakes 210 

All the other described methods are based on averaged wake structure. However, 211 

that average wake is far different from the instantaneous picture, which shows not only 212 

widening of the wake, but its meandering as well. Detection of the wake on instantaneous 213 

snapshots is possible by fitting the transverse profile of the instantaneous stream-wise 214 

velocity by using the Gaussian function. These fits converge less than that of the average 215 

velocity profile, because the profile shape is quite wild (see Figure 5b), but still, the wake 216 

centerline and width can be extracted. Figure 5a shows the found position of wake center 217 

and wake width on a single snapshot. 218 

The ensemble average and standard deviation of the found wake widths for each 219 

stream-wise position past the trailing edge are displayed in Figure 5a. Close past the trail-220 

ing edge, the average of instantaneous wake widths corresponds to the width of average 221 

wake, while it shows larger discrepancy in later stages. This issue reveals an important 222 

fact, that the actual wake is smaller than visible in the averaged data, because part of its 223 

width is caused by meandering of its position. The meandering of the wake affects the 224 

standard deviation of the wake center position, which is displayed in Figure 5b in term of 225 

error bars. The difference between average of instantaneous wake widths and width of 226 

average wake at end of the field of view, x/c = 0.4, is 0.017·c, the standard deviation of the 227 

wake position at same location is 0.026·c. 228 

 229 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Instantaneous stream-wise velocity. Panel (a) shows the map of u (grayscale) normalized by reference velocity. 230 

The white line represents the centers of Gaussian fits in transverse profiles, the pair of black lines are the centers plus/mi-231 

nus the σ-parameter of the fit. Panel (b) shows a single particular Gaussian fit at the stream-wise distance denoted as 232 

dashed line in panel (a). 233 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Panel (a) compares the wake width calculated as average of the instantaneous wake widths (Figure 5) with the 234 

wake width of ensemble-averaged stream-wise velocity by using the Gauss fit (black short-dashed line) and by using the 235 

threshold method (gray dashed line). The error bars represent the standard deviation of the instantaneous wake widths 236 

in each position. Panel (b) shows the position of wake centerline calculated on instantaneous (black solid line) or ensemble-237 

averaged (gray dashed line) velocity field. Error bars are the standard deviation of the instantaneous wake positions. 238 

3.5. Standard deviation of stream-wise velocity 239 

An important aspect of turbulent wake is the increase of turbulence inside it. The 240 

turbulence can be easily quantified by using the standard deviations of the measured ve-241 

locity components:  242 

𝜎[𝑢] = √〈(𝑢 − 〈𝑢〉)2〉 (4) 

 243 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Standard deviation of stream-wise velocity. Panel (a) shows the map of σ(u) (grayscale) normalized by reference 244 

velocity. Panel (b) contains the standard deviation profiles at several distances from the trailing edge denoted as dashed 245 

lines in panel (a); we apologize to readers with grayscale printer. 246 

In the wake past a streamed body (which is the case of airfoils under non-stall condi-247 

tions), the fluctuation wake pattern is dominated by double maxima of the stream-wise 248 

component, which form past the boundary layers. In the case of asymmetric body, these 249 

maxima are asymmetric as can be seen in Figure 7 – the bottom maximum past pressure 250 

side is smaller than the top one past the suction side, due to the development of boundary 251 

layer under different pressure gradients. Near the wake axis, the fluctuations in transverse 252 

direction dominate, which is caused by the separation at the trailing edge and the alter-253 

nating dominance of one or the other boundary layer. In the wake past a bluff body, this 254 

effect would be dominating over the entire wake. A second reason, why we want to ex-255 

plore the standard deviation of stream-wise direction rather than Turbulent kinetic energy 256 

or the standard deviation of transverse velocity component, is that this velocity compo-257 

nent is easily obtainable by other methods e.g. by single-wire hot wire anemometry 258 

(HWA) or by fast response pressure probes (FRAP). 259 

Norberg [Norberg1986] investigated the flow around circular cylinder. Among oth-260 

ers, he looked for the point of minimal wake width, because, at that position, the vortices 261 

are fully formed and start their diffusive convection downstream (he states). As a side 262 

product, he suggests definition of wake width as the distance of maxima of stream-wise 263 

velocity fluctuations. This definition is used e.g. in [Cao2018,] Application of this ap-264 

proach to our data is displayed in Figure 8b as solid line. A strong “leveling” is caused by 265 

the finite resolution of our PIV grid. To avoid discretization of the maxima positions, the 266 

fitting procedure can be used again, now with the double-Gauss function: 267 

𝐺2(𝑦) = 𝐴𝑡 exp {−
(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑡)2

2𝜎𝑡
2 } + 𝐴𝐵 exp {−

(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑏)2

2𝜎𝑏
2 } + 𝐵 (5) 

where B is the background, AT and AB are the amplitudes of top and bottom peak respec-268 

tively, yt and yb are the peak positions and σt and σb are the corresponding peak thick-269 

nesses. Again, a priori expectation of the profile functional dependence is needed, whose 270 

validity is limited – see the poor convergence in the bottom part of the profile in Figure 271 

8a. On the other hand, the quite high number of fitting parameters is able to fit almost 272 

everything and thus the physical interpretation of convergence can be easily misleading. 273 

The distance of double-Gauss peaks is displayed as dashed line in Figure 8b. This value 274 

is systematically larger than Norberg’s approach, but the development with distance is 275 
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clearly smoother as all profile points are used instead of single maximum only, which can 276 

be easily shifted by some local noise. 277 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Standard deviation of stream-wise velocity. Panel (a) shows the map of σ(u) (grayscale) normalized by reference 278 

velocity. Panel (b) contains the standard deviation profiles at several distances from the trailing edge denoted as dashed 279 

lines in panel (a). 280 

The distance of peaks does not contain the splashing of the fluctuation structures. In 281 

order to adhere it, we combine this distance of double-Gauss peaks plus widths of 282 

peaks. In respect to the average velocity profiles, the later method is able to distinguish 283 

the reduction of wake width in the near wake (at around x/c = 0.05 in Figure 8b), because 284 

the double-Gauss function is more robust to the non-ideal shapes of profiles caused by 285 

the “fingerprint” of obstacle geometry. 286 

The first and second statistical moments displayed up to here show a smooth vanish-287 

ing with increasing distance from the wake axis. Therefore, the wake width cannot point 288 

to some exact boundary of the wake, it can only show, where it is weak enough. Any one 289 

of these methods (when used systematically) can tell us, how wake width develops with 290 

distance or with Reynolds number, or if some shape modifications increase or decrease 291 

wake width; and it is capable to answer many more interesting questions. But, is it possi-292 

ble to point to some distance and tell: “the wake ends here! “? We are confirmed than yes. 293 

3.6. Flatness – the fourth statistical moment 294 

The fourth statistical moment is called Flatness, sometimes (e.g. in Wikipedia) Kurto-295 

sis. It is defined as 296 

𝐹[𝑢] =
〈(𝑢 − 〈𝑢〉)4〉

𝜎4[𝑢]
 (6) 

It is normalized by standard deviation σ[u]; therefore, it is dimensionless. It is possible to 297 

proof, that F[x] of some Gaussian-distributed random quantity x is equal to 3, which is 298 

then a reference value.  299 

The physical interpretation of this statistical quantity is, that it refers to strong rare 300 

events (in popular statistics, they are called “black swan”); in turbulence, they rely to in-301 

termittency [Frish], which shows that turbulence is not a set of random events, but a set of 302 

coherent structures – vortices. This is much stronger in quantum turbulence [Skrbek2021], 303 

where the vortices are quantized, all having same circulation, they do not overlap and 304 

therefore, if the turbulence intensity is weak, there is only less number of still same strong 305 

vortices instead of weaker vortices in classical turbulence. The consequence is, that the 306 

velocity probability distribution deflects from Gaussian distribution to a polynomial dis-307 

tribution [LaMantia2013] with exponent -3, whose flatness converges to infinity instead 308 
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of 3 as it does for Gaussian distribution [LaMantia2016]. But at larger scales, the quantum 309 

turbulence mimics the classical one including the higher-order effects such as steady 310 

streaming [Duda2017]. 311 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9. (a) Spatial distribution of stream-wise velocity flatness; the thick isoline refers to value of 3, the thin black isoline 312 

to 6, the white isoline to values greater than 12. (b) The instantaneous velocity field with value most different from the 313 

average in the point denoted by rectangle and a pair of arrows in bottom left corner. Note, that this snapshot is a regular 314 

case, it is not noisier than the others, only there is some fluid of lower velocity ejected from the wake into the surroundings 315 

hitting the denoted point. (c) Spatial distribution of flatness of the ensemble without the snapshot (b). Note that removal 316 

of single case of 1208 significantly decreases the flatness signal in the denoted point. 317 

In the case of wake turbulence, the high flatness signal tells us, that there is flow with 318 

some turbulence intensity, which is time-to-time visited by some structure stronger than 319 

it would correspond to the usual statistical distribution. This will be demonstrated on a 320 

single case. Figure 9a shows the spatial map of flatness of stream-wise velocity compo-321 

nent; note, for example, the local peak in the left bottom corner denoted by white rectangle 322 

and black arrows. Figure 9b shows the snapshot, which differs most from the ensemble 323 

average at the denoted point. It is a regular snapshot with no more noise than the others, 324 

only here is some turbulent structure, which ejects the low-momentum fluid from the 325 

wake into the faster surroundings. This is not against the rules, but it is a rare event. This 326 

event produces high flatness signal, which is proven in Figure 9c showing the flatness of 327 

all other snapshots. Consequently, the signal around the denoted point refers to regular 328 

fluctuations, thus flatness is slightly larger than 3. 329 

This behavior of flatness inspired us to define the wake boundary as the line, over 330 

which the fluctuations become rare, i.e. flatness grows over 6 (twice the Gauss reference 331 

vale). The grow of flatness is quite steep and it grows to large values, see Figure 10a. The 332 

main disadvantage is, that it needs high statistical quality of the ensemble –there is over 333 

1200 snapshots, which is not small amount, and the flatness map is still irregular, espe-334 

cially, at the outer boundary. Only a one single snapshot with wrong data can easily dis-335 

turb flatness value. The uncertainty of flatness is really high in the case of PIV data (see 336 

error bars in Figure 10a), however, the flatness increase is steep enough to give a reason-337 

able wake boundary localization despite the large uncertainty.  338 

The average velocity itself could lead easily to misleading conclusions. For example, 339 

imagine an observer staying somewhere next to the wake. When taking into account the 340 

average velocity and turbulence intensity only, one would expect, that the observer ob-341 

serves velocity slightly smaller than the surrounding one with turbulence intensity 342 

slightly larger. But in fact, he observes the surrounding velocity and turbulence intensity 343 
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most of the time, with few blows of the wake fluid. This is an important difference espe-344 

cially for the problem of mechanical stability or turbulent mixing. 345 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Profiles of flatness coefficient of the stream-wise velocity component. (b) Profiles of the skewness of stream-346 

wise velocity component at depicted distance past the trailing edge distinguished via colors: we apologize to readers with 347 

grayscale printer. 348 

3.7. Skewness – the third statistical moment 349 

The asymmetry in velocity distribution can be quantified in terms of the skewness, 350 

sometimes called coefficient of asymmetry, defined as the third central statistical moment: 351 

𝑆[𝑢] =
〈(𝑢 − 〈𝑢〉)3〉

𝜎3[𝑢]
 (7) 

At the boundary of the turbulent wake, the average velocity is smaller than in the sur-352 

roundings, which is caused by the mixing with wake fluid. When the shear layer is visited 353 

by the slower fluid from central region, then this visit decreases the velocity here more 354 

probably than increases. This asymmetry produces negative skewness signal at the wake 355 

boundary. On the other hand, in the central region, the visit from outside increases the 356 

velocity, thus the skewness is slightly positive there.  357 

Figure 11a shows the spatial distribution of stream-wise velocity skewness across the 358 

field of view with four depicted regions. Figure 9b displays the probability density of in-359 

stantaneous variations of u in those regions. The central region is almost symmetric, how-360 

ever, note that the maximum occurrence (peak in the solid line in Figure 11b) is shifted in 361 

respect to the average (zero in the horizontal axis in the plot). The inner part of the shear 362 

layer (dashed line denoted SL1) displays more of slower events than faster events; in the 363 

outer shear layer region (SL2, dash-dotted line) contains two merged peaks and the sur-364 

rounding region displays distribution more similar to the Gaussian, note that it is much 365 

sharper in absolute values, see the inset of Figure 11b. 366 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. (a) spatial map of the skewness of stream-wise velocity component. (b) Probability density function (PDF) of 367 

the instantaneous stream-wise velocities within the four denoted rectangles, solid line in the wake central region, dashed 368 

line in the inner shear layer (SL), dash-dotted line in the outer shear layer and the short dashed line in the surrounding 369 

region. The u values are normalized by the local average and standard deviation. The inset shows the PDF as the function 370 

of velocity and it shows different widths and positions of the distributions (note the logarithmic scale in inset). 371 

It has been reported by A. Mariotti and G. Buresti [Mariotti2013], that skewness of 372 

stream-wise velocity past a bullet-like body (head is rotating ellipsoid of 3 : 1 axis ratio; 373 

body is a cylinder with sharp base) contains negative peak in the transverse profile and 374 

that the position of this peak corresponds to the downstream projection of the obstacle 375 

surface. Their work inspired us to define the wake width as the distance of pair of nega-376 

tive peaks in stream-wise velocity skewness. The skewness transverse profiles past 377 

NACA 64-618 airfoil are displayed in Figure 10b. Note, that the wake past a bluff body 378 

may not contain such sharp peaks. The pattern of skewness is similar to that of flatness. It 379 

is not a random coincidence – both statistical moments reflect the same phenomenon of 380 

mixing the fluids from wake center and from surroundings.  381 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of the discussed definitions of wake width past the airfoil NACA 64-618 at zero angle of attack. 382 

Horizontal axis is the distance past trailing edge; all lengths are normalized by the airfoil chord. Golden circles: the dis-383 

tance of points, where average velocity deficit crosses half (threshold θ = 0.5) the maximum velocity deficit. Maroon dia-384 

monds: twice the thickness σ of the Gauss function fitted to the average velocity profile. Orange diamonds: the average of 385 
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wake widths fitted to each snapshot. Cyan Xs: the distance of double-Gauss peaks fitted to the profile of standard deviation 386 

of stream-wise velocity. Green crosses: distance of mentioned peaks plus the thicknesses of those peaks in the profile of 387 

standard deviation of stream-wise velocity. Violet triangles: distance of double-Gauss peaks fitted to the profile of stream-388 

wise velocity skewness (third statistical moment). Blue rectangles: distance of points, where the stream-wise velocity flat-389 

ness reaches the threshold θ = 6, i.e. 2 × 3, the Gauss reference value. 390 

Figure 12 shows the wake width determined via double-Gauss fitting of skewness 391 

(triangles) and via thresholding of flatness (squares). The (ir)regularity of their develop-392 

ment reveals that the usage of all profile points during fitting procedure does not need to 393 

be advantageous in all cases: the poorer statistical convergence at the outer wake bound-394 

ary is inherited within the position of skewness peaks, while the threshold at inner part 395 

of the wake boundary is more stable. Unfortunately, some meaningful threshold value for 396 

the skewness profile is unknown at this moment. In the case of Hot Wire Anemometry 397 

(HWA) or Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) the statistical quality is not a problem, be-398 

cause those methods are capable to gain millions of data points at each location, while PIV 399 

method used here is limited to maximum thousands of snapshots. 400 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Wake widths past airfoil at different Reynolds numbers. Panel (a) shows the wake width calculated as the σ-401 

parameter of Gaussian fit of the ensemble-averaged stream-wise velocity. Panel (b) shows the wake widths calculated by 402 

using standard deviation of stream-wise velocity fitted by double-Gauss function, the peak distance plus the width of 403 

bottom σB and top σT peak. Note the Re explored up to here is 6.1·104, it is not plotted here.  404 

4. The effect of Reynolds number 405 

Exploring the wake widths at different Reynolds numbers reveals one important de-406 

tail: the described methods based on higher statistical moments may not work under lam-407 

inar conditions. It is not surprise, because the laminar flow does not contain fluctuations. 408 

The only source of fluctuation is the random time of snapshots (the acquisition system not 409 

synchronized with the vortex shedding in laminar wake). The average of instantaneous 410 

wake width shows the same values as the Gaussian-fitted value on average velocity field 411 

in the laminar regime at Reynolds numbers 1.6 and 2.0·104, while the meandering of the 412 

centerline expressed as the standard deviation of its ensemble-averaged positions reaches 413 

maximal values at lowest Re (see Figure 14b, circles). The laminar wake is a different pat-414 

tern than the turbulent wake, therefore different methods shall be applied for its explora-415 

tion. 416 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. (a) Comparison of possible wake width definitions at distance x/c = 0.4 past the airfoil NACA 64-618 trailing 417 

edge as a function of chord-based Reynolds number. Empty maroon diamonds denote the Gaussian fitting of average 418 

velocity profile, filled orange diamond the Gauss fitting of instantaneous velocity fields, the green crosses represent wake 419 

width based on peaks of stream-wise velocity standard deviation, cyan Xs represent the fluctuation peak distance only, 420 

and the blue squares represent the threshold of stream-wise velocity flatness, which fails for laminar flow, therefore, it is 421 

not plotted there. (b) Standard deviation of the instantaneous wake width calculated by using Gaussian fit (orange filled 422 

diamonds) and the standard deviation of the wake centerline position (violet empty diamonds), which can be interpreted 423 

as wake meandering. 424 

Figure 14 shows the wake width determined by discussed methods at fixed position 427 

past the obstacle, but this plot does not contain the information about the wake develop-428 

ment with distance past the obstacle. Eames et al. [Eames2011] derived, that the functional 429 

dependence of wake width follows the square root of the distance past obstacle, because, 430 

as the turbulence intensity decreases due to splashing, there is less energy to eject turbu-431 

lized fluid out. However, this effect takes place in developed wake, while the example 432 

used here covers only the near wake region, where the development of wake width with 433 

distance roughly follows a simpler linear function (see Figure 12 and 13) since the position 434 

x/c = 0.1: 435 

𝛿𝑤(𝑥) = 𝑎 ⋅ (𝑥 + 𝑥0) (8) 

where a is the wake grow rate (Figure 15b) and x0 can be understand as a virtual origin of 436 

the wake upstream the obstacle trailing edge (Figure 15a). Imagine, that the wake widths 437 

discussed here differed only by a scale, then the parameter a differed as well, but the pa-438 

rameter x0 might reach same values. Figure 15a shows that it is the case at lower Reynolds 439 

numbers in laminar regime, while at higher Re, x0 differs among methods. The methods 440 

based on average velocity display origin closer to the trailing edge, while the methods 441 

employing fluctuations virtually originate farer upstream. All points display grow with 442 

Reynolds number (i.e. originating farer upstream), with increase in the range of transient 443 

flow from laminar to turbulent regimes. The linear wake grow rate systematically de-444 

creases with Reynolds number, except for the transient area, therefore one can expect, that 445 

this airfoil produces smaller total wake area including the unobserved downstream de-446 

velopment at higher Reynolds numbers, which physically supports the observation of Du 447 

et al. [Du2016] that this airfoil has a good performance at higher Re. The wake width, 448 
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which is affected less in the transition regime, seems to be the wake width based on 449 

stream-wise fluctuations, this width displays the largest grow a. 450 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. (a) Virtual origin x0 of the wake width, if its stream-wise development is approximated by linear function (8). 451 

The uncertainty of flatness-based wake width is so high, that it is not plotted. (b) the grow rate a of the wake as a function 452 

of Reynolds number. The symbols are the same as in Figure 14. 453 

5 Uncertainty 454 

The uncertainty of such a complex method, as PIV is, consists of many error sources 455 

[Sciacchitano2019, Sciacchitano2016] starting from the image preprocessing, through 456 

cross-correlation peak detection up to statistical issues. Generally, the measurement un-457 

certainty projects into two main effects: the systematic error and the statistical noise. The 458 

systematic error in velocity does not affects the wake width, which is a geometrical prop-459 

erty, but it is affected by the uncertainty in calibration (which affects the measured veloc-460 

ity as well) and in boundary conditions (input velocity, geometry of the tunnel and obsta-461 

cle). It is difficult to beat the systematic error without applying some other method, which 462 

would have its own sources of uncertainty. On the other hand, the statistical noise is nat-463 

urally present in any measured series and its level might decrease with number of samples 464 

as ∼ 𝑁−1 2⁄  [Sciacchitano2016]. Its effect is illustrated in Figure 16 showing the wake 465 

widths obtained by several discussed approaches as a function of number of snapshots 466 

taken into account. At smaller number of snapshots, all methods give untrustworthy re-467 

sults; the fitting methods stabilize after approx. 100 points, the threshold of average ve-468 

locity definitely needs more, while the methods based on higher moment do not seem to 469 

stabilize at all. This empirical approach is used to estimate all the uncertainties presented 470 

in this work: the ensemble is virtually separated into 10 subsets, the analysis is performed 471 

on each of them and the standard deviation of the set of results is used as the estimation 472 

of unknown uncertainty. 473 
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Figure 16. Wake widths at constant distance x/c = 0.4 as a function of number of snapshots used for averaging. 474 

6 Conclusion 477 

The present article compares several methods of calculating wake width. All men-478 

tioned methods are based on a transverse profile of the stream-wise velocity component, 479 

because this component is accessible by most measuring techniques. Basically, the wake 480 

width can be found from points, where the profile of some quantity reaches a chosen 481 

threshold, or as a result of fitting procedure, where some functional profile shape has to 482 

be known. The advantages and disadvantages are listed in Table 1. Table 2. compares the 483 

statistical momenta of stream-wise velocity component, which can show the wake bound-484 

ary. As it is often in such cases, the property, which is advantageous for one application, 485 

can be disadvantageous for another and vice versa. 486 

Table 1. The possible mathematical methods of extracting parameters of some data profile. 487 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Threshold - Simple and robust. 

- Easy to implement. 

- The physical interpretation is 

straight forward. 

- Results depends on a single point or 

its surrounding, therefore more sensi-

tive to noise. 

- Threshold choice need some justifica-

tion. 

- The thresholded point has to be visible 

(inside field of view or traverser 

range). 

Fitting - Result depends on all data 

points of the profile. 

- Not need to see the entire pro-

file. 

- More stable on noisy data. 

- Need for an a priori knowledge of the 

functional dependence of the profile. 

- Danger of fake local optima, especially 

in the cases of too many fitting param-

eters, or when the real functional de-

pendence does not follow the expected 

one. 
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Table 2. The momenta of stream-wise velocity, which have been examined in this contribution. 490 

Moment of 

u 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Average - Easiest to obtain by most 

measuring and computational 

techniques. 

- A simple functional profile in 

later stages, therefore only a 

part of the wake has to be 

measured. 

- Good repeatability 

 

- The average velocity does not draw 

the wake sharply 

- The resulting width is a product of 

convention rather than of some physi-

cal effect. 

Standard 

deviation 

- Refers to fluctuations, which is 

the key feature of any flow 

structure. 

- Reasonable (but not excellent) 

repeatability. 

- It is not yet clear, how and when the 

double-peak character disappears. 

Skewness - Refers to the entrainment ef-

fect of the turbulent flow. 

- Need for high statistical quality 

- The outer edge of the wake boundary 

is too irregular, thus the fitting method 

does not give repeatable results, but 

any suitable threshold value is not dis-

covered yet. 

- It fails for the laminar flow. 

Flatness - Refers to rare events at the 

wake boundary, thus it is the 

most physical method to find 

the wake edge. 

- The wake is drawn quite 

sharply. 

- Need for high statistical quality. 

- It is not yet explored, how it behaves, 

when the background flow is turbu-

lent. 

- It fails for the laminar flow. 

 491 

To give some final recommendations, the wake width based on average velocity pro-492 

file would be excellent for comparative studies, to determine, which variant of some con-493 

struction element creates smaller wake. When the research goal points to mixing prob-494 

lems, to mechanical stability of other construction elements near the wake, to transporta-495 

tion safety issues or to the interaction of multiple wakes, then the higher statistical mo-496 

menta have to be taken into account, but the skewness seems to behave too irregularly, 497 

therefore the flatness remains. 498 

6.1. Future work 499 

The present data have been measured past a prismatic airfoil inside a wind tunnel 500 

with minimal turbulence intensity. A natural question is, how the discussed wake widths 501 

would behave in the case of moderate or even high turbulence intensities, especially the 502 

skewness and flatness can be very sensitive to this issue and it can make impossible to 503 

find some threshold or peak in their profiles. At this moment, we do not know, this has to 504 

be explored by future experiments. 505 

The natural continuation of this discussion leads to the measurement of fully three-506 

dimensional wake past a more complex obstacle, than is the prismatic body used in the 507 

present study. Such wakes are usually measured in planes perpendicular to the incoming 508 

flow direction [Schottler2018]. In such planes, only the threshold method seems to make 509 

sense. The wake width will be renamed as wake area. This area is expected to be bounded 510 

by a closed curve, which is expected to converge to a circle in far wake or to the obstacle 511 
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contour in the near wake [Schottler2018]. But these speculations have to be confirmed or 512 

rejected by real experiment planed to the future.  513 

We thank You for reading and look forward for the next experiments! 514 
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